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In case you didn't get the memo, the Dodge Grand Caravan is officially dead , leaving the
Chrysler Voyager as the only choice for a budget minivan from Fiat Chrysler Automobiles. A
cheapo version of the Chrysler Pacifica minivan, the Voyager is powered by a V-6 engine, offers
room for up to seven passengers across three rows of seats, and provides ample room for
cargo. While we haven't driven the Voyager, we know that it should deliver largely the same
refined driving behavior as the Pacifica since they are essentially the same vehicle. Not much
has changed on the Voyager for , but Chrysler has improved the van's optional
driver-assistance hardware to include updated radar and camera sensors which can detect
pedestrians and alert the driver or attempt to mitigate an accident. The Voyager's suite of
driver-assistance features remains optional for , as part of the Safety Tec package. Unless
you're prepared to go with the barest-boned minivan on the market, we recommend you look at
the LX. While neither trim provides much in the way of amenities, the LX at least offers a more
compliant suspension tune than the L as well as automatic headlamps, aluminum wheels
instead of steel , three-zone manual climate control, and superior exterior lighting.
Mechanically, the Voyager is identical to the Pacifica, using the same hp 3. In our testing, the
Pacifica managed a 7. Given this van forgoes some of the features that weigh down its brother,
the Voyager likely weighs less than the Pacifica and thus has the potential to beat that time.
Don't hold your breath for a hybrid. Chrysler will reserve that powertrain for the pricier minivan
in its lineup. We haven't had the opportunity to test the Voyager on our mile highway
fuel-economy loop, but for reference, the last nonhybrid Pacifica we tested achieved 31 mpg.
The Chrysler vans both earn EPA estimates of 19 mpg in the city and 28 mpg on the highway.
The Voyager's 22 mpg combined score betters that of the Kia Sedona and matches that of the
Honda Odyssey , both chief competitors. As with the exterior styling, powertrain, and chassis,
the Voyager's interior mimics that of the Pacifica, albeit with fewer creature comforts. You won't
find leather seats, in-dash navigation, automatic climate control, or power-sliding side doors
here. What's more, the Voyager provides Stow 'n Go capability only for the rear bench seats.
You can, however, tuck away valuables in the underfloor cubbies in front of the captain's chairs
if you opt for the LX trim. Behind the third row, the Voyager boasts the same 32 cubic feet of
cargo volume as the Pacifica. So while we have yet to put this van through our practical space
tests, we feel safe saying that the Voyager will be able accommodate what its brother could i.
Chrysler provides a 3. Need to entertain the little ones? Looking for driver-assistance features?
You won't find many in the Voyager and nothing of the like is offered as standard. Key safety
features include:. Chrysler's warranty coverage is fairly typical for the class. More Features and
Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. By Drew Dorian and Elizabeth
Nichols. More on the Chrysler Voyager. The Car and Driver Difference. Advertisement - Continue
Reading Below. More From Chrysler. Chrysler Chrysler SRT. The episode also marks an
important turning point among the series when Janeway notes in her personal log the changing
perspective of their journey home: it's no longer "if" the crew will ever return to Earth, but
"when. Two figures wearing survival gear beam onto the scene and search until they discover
what they are looking for: Voyager , buried beneath the ice. Fifteen years in the future, Chakotay
and Harry Kim discover Voyager frozen on the surface of an ice world. Kim explains to the
Doctor that fifteen years prior, the crew had attempted to use slipstream engine technology to
bring Voyager home, with Chakotay and Kim in the Delta Flyer leading the larger ship. However,
the slipstream became unstable, causing Voyager to crash into the ice world. Chakotay and Kim
have spent the last fifteen years searching for the ship. Kim explains that he can send a
message back in time to Seven using a stolen Borg temporal transmitter, which would then
prevent the accident. La Forge warns them that he knows they are trying to alter the past, a
violation of the Temporal Prime Directive and although he's sympathetic to them, La Forge must
stop their efforts. Chakotay offers Tessa the opportunity to be safely transported to the
Challenger but she refuses. The Doctor successfully discovers the correct Borg time index, and
Kim sends the information, but this ultimately has no effect on the slipstream, and Voyager is
still lost. Kim realizes the changes have not worked and blames himself for destroying Voyager
twice. The Doctor convinces him to try again, but with a less optimal solution: to have the
changes collapse the slipstream, keeping Voyager stranded in the Delta Quadrant but with all
hands alive. As the Challenger opens fire on the Delta Flyer , an overload starts to build in the
warp matrix. Kim successfully sends out the signal before the Delta Flyer' s warp core
breaches. In the present, Voyager once again enters the slipstream, losing communications
with the Delta Flyer. Seven receives the new calculations, and Janeway orders her to implement
them. As planned, this causes the slipstream to fail, leaving Voyager and its crew safely in
normal space, unharmed, and nearly ten years closer to home. Janeway orders the crew to
dismantle the slipstream technology, believing it not yet ready for safe usage. She later
provides Kim with an encoded message found in the signal telemetry: a recording that the

future Kim had sent to his past self, giving him much-needed confidence in his abilities. In a
future episode, " Relativity ," Starfleet officers from the 29th century , dedicated to protecting
the flow of time, are said to have been left to clean up the "mess" caused by future Harry's
message to his past self; they refer to it as "the temporal inversion in the Takara sector. The
appearance of a Galaxy-class e. Magazine in , in their binge-watching guide for Star Trek:
Voyager. Den of Geek rated "Timeless" the third best episode of Star Trek: Voyager in , [6] and
in , suggested "Timeless" for a binge-watching guide that focused on Star Trek: Voyager
episodes featuring time travel. In , Vulture. In July , a reviewer for Screen Rant ranked
"Timeless" as one of the top five episodes of the series, describing Burton's cameo as
"heartbreaking and uplifting" and adding that it explored Harry Kim's survivor guilt. On April 25,
, this episode was released on LaserDisc in Japan, as part of the half-season collection, 5th
Season vol. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Retrieved The Hollywood Reporter. Den of
Geek. Star Trek: Voyager episodes. Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short
description is different from Wikidata Television episode articles with short description for
single episodes Television episode articles with short description and disambiguated page
names. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community
portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Star Trek: Voyager
episode. Brannon Braga Joe Menosky. Dennis McCarthy. Star Trek: Voyager season 5. List of
Star Trek: Voyager episodes. Wikiquote has quotations related to: Timeless. Wireless camera
system for use with the Voyager Wisight Prewire plate. Learn More. All Rights Reserved. Privacy
Policy. Wired Systems. Wireless Systems. Sensor Systems. RV Systems. Blind spot detection
system Two side-body mount sensors Radar based waterproof sensors Provides warning lights
while sensor detects vehicle in blind zone with audible beep warning while turn signal is
activated 1T2R antenna technology detects the vehicle in blind zone from both directions
vehicle approaching or passing the target vehicle Self diagnostic mode Rear Cross Traffic Alert
RCTA System â€” the sensors monitor the target object in the monitored area. System will give
out a beep alert for potential risk while vehicle is in reverse mode. Monitor Features. Rear
Camera Features. Side Camera Features. Receiver Features. Universal installation with AMPS
mounting provisions WiSight digital signal transmits through and around objects up to 60 feet
away Compatible with any Voyager wired monitor for instant WiSight signal capability
Adjustable antenna LED power indicator. Camera Features. Supports three wired cameras with
manual push button or automatic trigger source selection 4. Mobile digital video recorder
8-channel real time video monitoring and recording Compatible with any Voyager camera
Compatible with AHD cameras Continuous recording as well as event recording Sensor, speed,
ignition off GPS support for map syncing with Google GPS antenna included Multitasking
function supports live camera monitoring, recording, play, and backing up footage 3 wire power
system 2. Supports up to four wireless cameras Auto-Pairing button instantly pairs up to 4
wireless cameras WiSight digital signal transmits through and around objects up to 60 feet
away 4. Apple CarPlay is a trademark of Apple Inc. Apple terms of use and privacy statements
apply. Fees and taxes apply. Please see our Customer Agreement at All fees, content and
features are subject to change. The Chrysler Voyager offers comfort for all your precious cargo
with available second-row quad seats and seven-passenger seating. Equipped with a 28
highway mpg rating and the powerful standard 3. In search of all-wheel-drive capability or a
hybrid? Or more entertainment and technology features? Check out our other minivan models
and find the right one for you. Skip to main content. Menu Main Menu. Main Menu. Skip to main
navigation. Overview Specs. Previous view. When the system detects a vehicle entering one of
your blind spot zones it will alert you by lighting an icon in the corresponding exterior mirror.
Proceed slowly from the parking space until the rear end of the vehicle is exposed. The system
will then alert the drivers if any oncoming vehicle is detected. Brakes may be automatically
applied and released when backing up if the system detects a possible collision. It helps
determine if an obstacle is in your vehicle's path when backing up and is particularly effective in
showing objects behind your vehicle that aren't viewable in the exterior mirrors. Next view. Find
Your Country. Site Map. Contact Us. Search Search. All Rights Reserved. Starting at price refers
to the base model, optional equipment not included. A more expensive model may be shown.
Pricing and offers may change at any time without notification. To get full pricing details, see
your dealer. Should you encounter an issue accessing any content on Access to This is a
real-time indicator of Voyagers' distance from Earth in astronomical units AU and either miles
mi or kilometers km. Note: Because Earth moves around the sun faster than Voyager 1 is
speeding away from the inner solar system, the distance between Earth and the spacecraft
actually decreases at certain times of year. This is a real-time indicator of Voyagers'
straight-line distance from the sun in astronomical units AU and either miles mi or kilometers
km. The elapsed time it takes for light or radio signals to travel between the Earth and a celestial

object. Note: Because Earth moves around the Sun faster than Voyager 1 or Voyager 2 is
traveling from Earth, the one-way light time between Earth and each spacecraft actually
decreases at certain times of the year. The instrument detected a dip in the levels of charged
particles that originate from inside our heliosphere green , and rise in the levels of cosmic rays
â€” charged particles that originate from stars other than our sun orange. These data had
suggested that Voyager 1 entered interstellar space on August 25, , when the inside particles
green dipped closer to 0. To learn more about Voyager, zoom in and give the spacecraft a spin.
View the full interactive experience at Eyes on the Solar System. View Voyager. Voyager 1
Voyager 2 Launch Date. Title Description Distance from Earth This is a real-time indicator of
Voyagers' distance from Earth in astronomical units AU and either miles mi or kilometers km.
Distance from Sun This is a real-time indicator of Voyagers' straight-line distance from the sun
in astronomical units AU and either miles mi or kilometers km. One-Way Light Time The elapsed
time it takes for light or radio signals to travel between the Earth and a celestial object. Where
are the Voyagers now? Both Voyager 1 and Voyager 2 have reached "Interstellar space" and
each continue their unique journey through the Universe. Distance and velocities are updated in
real-time. Forgot your password? Don't have an account? Sign up here. Already have an
account? Log in here. By creating an account, you agree to the Privacy Policy and the Terms
and Policies , and to receive email from Rotten Tomatoes and Fandango. Please enter your
email address and we will email you a new password. We want to hear what you have to say but
need to verify your account. Just leave us a message here and we will work on getting you
verified. Read critic reviews. Rate this movie. Oof, that was Rotten. Meh, it passed the time. So
Fresh: Absolute Must See! You're almost there! Just confirm how you got your ticket. Cinemark
Coming Soon. Regal Coming Soon. By opting to have your ticket verified for this movie, you are
allowing us to check the email address associated with your Rotten Tomatoes account against
an email address associated with a Fandango ticket purchase for the same movie. Bette Davis,
as the neurotic daughter, Claude Rains, the doctor, and Paul Henreid, combine to make a fine
production. Age Staff. Nell Minow. Now, Voyager remains a highly narcotic, swoon-inducing
romance in the Bette Davis canon. Jeremiah Kipp. It may be a standard tale of forbidden
romance, but it dwells on an uncommon twosome; these past-their-prime souls aren't the
typical fare for a melodramatic love yarn. Mike Massie. Tender, poignant and lusciously
calibrated by Rapper, Now, Voyager is one of the few romantic melodramas which manages a
timelessness due to its almost accidental universality. Nicholas Bell. Josh Larsen. Davis'
performance anchors [the story], preventing it from flying off into the realm of camp, turning an
outlandish story into one painfully human and universal. Nathanael Hood. James Kendrick.
Now, Voyager contains one classic image and one classic line of dialogue. As for the rest? It's
soap opera par excellence. Matt Brunson. It's one of the better 'women pictures,' though it got
too weepie, mushy and full of itself for me. Dennis Schwartz. A superlative, juicy
mother-daughter melodrama with top notch performance from Bette Davis, at the top of her
form, and the rest of the cast. Emanuel Levy. Top Box Office. More Top Movies Trailers.
Certified Fresh Picks. Black Mirror: Season 5. Into The Dark: Season 2. Lovecraft Country:
Season 1. The Mandalorian: Season 1. Saturday Night Live: Season Orphan Black: Season 5.
The Walking Dead: Season WandaVision: Season 1. Watchmen: Season 1. Certified Fresh Pick.
View All. Black History Month. Awards Tour. Log in with Facebook. Email address. Log In. First
Name. Last Name. By signing up, you agree to receiving newsletters from Rotten Tomatoes.
You may later unsubscribe. Create your account Already have an account? Email Address. Real
Quick. We want to hear what you have to say but need to verify your email. Please click the link
below to receive your verification email. Cancel Resend Email. Add Article. Rate And Review
Submit review Want to see. Super Reviewer. Rate this movie Oof, that was Rotten. What did you
think of the movie? Step 2 of 2 How did you buy your ticket? Let's get your review verified.
Fandango AMCTheatres. More Info. Submit By opting to have your ticket verified for this movie,
you are allowing us to check the email address associated with your Rotten Tomatoes account
against an email address associated with a Fandango ticket purchase for the same movie. How
did you buy your ticket? View All Photos Movie Info. Boston heiress Charlotte Vale Bette Davis
is a neurotic mess, largely because of her domineering mother Gladys Cooper. But after a stint
in a sanatorium where she receives the attention of Dr. Jasquith Claude Rains , Charlotte comes
out of her shell and elects to go on a cruise. Aboard ship she meets Jerry Paul Henreid and falls
in love, despite his being married. They enjoy a brief tryst in Rio before returning to the States,
where Charlotte struggles to forget him and find happiness. Irving Rapper. Hal B. Casey
Robinson. Apr 16, Warner Brothers. Bette Davis Charlotte Vale. Claude Rains Dr. Paul Henreid
Jerry Durrance. Gladys Cooper Mrs. Henry Windle Vale. Bonita Granville June Vale. John Loder
Elliot Livingston. Ilka Chase Lisa Vale. Lee Patrick Deb McIntyre. Mary Wickes Nurse Dora
Pickford. Janis Wilson Tina Durrance uncredited. Irving Rapper Director. Olive Higgins Prouty

Writer Novel. Casey Robinson Screenwriter. Wallis Producer. Max Steiner Original Music. Sol
Polito Cinematographer. Warren Low Film Editor. Robert M. Haas Art Direction. Fred M.
MacLean Set Decoration. Orry-Kelly Costume Designer. November 19, Full Reviewâ€¦. May 3,
Rating: 2. December 9, Rating: 3. February 4, Rating: B Full Reviewâ€¦. March 5, Rating: A- Full
Reviewâ€¦. View All Critic Reviews Feb 15, I've avoid seeing this film for years. But, I'm glad I
finally got to screen it. Bette Davis is super in this role. There's a depth to her performance that
lovers of acting will surely appreciate. Aldo G Super Reviewer. Jan 01, Davis gives a remarkable
performance both big and filled with subtle nuances. The over-quoted ending scene feels a bit
silly but most of what comes before is a convincing narrative about becoming the best version
of oneself even if that means alienating others. Alec B Super Reviewer. Mar 30, This film tugs on
a few different heartstrings, with themes of a domineering mother, being an awkward,
depressed young person, finding a deep connection and love with someone who can't be yours,
and then personally evolving to the point of being able to transcend all of that, and finding one's
path. It's really quite a touching film, and Bette Davis turns in another brilliant performance. The
supporting cast around her is strong as well, and features Gladys Cooper her mother , Paul
Henreid her lover , Claude Rains her wise doctor. And, how fascinating is it that both Henreid
and Rains began filming Casalanca immediately afterwards; clearly a great year for them. The
film scores points for me for having its title come from a Walt Whitman line in 'Leaves of Grass':
"The untold want by life and land ne'er granted; Now, Voyager sail thou forth, to seek and find,"
which is appropriate. The film speaks to being honest with oneself, to one's identity, as well as
to the person you love, even if it's complicated. I loved the little touches of the inner voice that
director Irving Rapper employs, which helps underscore this. It's heartwarming to see how
those in love make each other better people. She begins to bloom, and radiate confidence after
receiving simple acts of kindness and appreciation. He returns to his passion, architecture, and
is more empathetic and understanding of his troubled daughter. The scene where they meet by
chance again at a party, and have a conversation interlaced with whispered remarks of
tenderness such as her saying to him she could "cry with pride" over him following his dream is
lovely. At the same time, she's not defined by him, or dependent on him. In fact, the movie is a
celebration of independence, and shows how it can be done gracefully and with class. Her
strength come through in so many ways: in standing up to her mother, determining her path
with another suitor, asserting herself with her old doctor, and ultimately deciding the terms
she'll have her relationship with Henreid on. While she admits that "I've just been a big
sentimental fool. It's a tendency I have," she also calmly says "Please let me go" when a big
romantic moment threatens to sweep her away. The story about his child was touching, as we
see Davis help her, as she was once helped, but I thought this part dragged on too long, and
needed tightening up. It felt overly melodramatic and false; for one thing, where was the
mother? There was a much earlier scene with a Brazilian taxi driver that got silly, and should
have been left on the cutting room floor as well. On the other hand, I loved those last lines. He
asks her, "And will you be happy, Charlotte? We have the stars. Antonius B Super Reviewer.
Jan 23, The transformation of Bette Davis is a treat to watch. I have yet to find a film of hers in
which I have been terribly disappointed. John B Super Reviewer. See all Audience reviews.
Charlotte Vale: Oh, Jerry, don't let's ask for the moon. View All Quotes. Best Horror Movies.
Marvel Movies In Order. Best Netflix Series and Shows. Go back. More trailers. This Is Us.
Young Rock. No Score Yet. The Real Housewives of Dallas. Two Sentence Horror Stories. To
Tell the Truth. Queen Sugar. The Sinner. Behind Her Eyes. Tribes of Europa. Tell Me Your
Secrets. It's a Sin. The Expanse. Resident Alien. For All Mankind. While pursuing the trail of
Maquis rebels, a newly commissioned Starfleet ship gets pulled to the far side of the galaxy.
Voyager has set a course for home, repairs are underway, and it's time to pick personnel to fill
vital crew positions. The Voyager crew discovers a planet that recently suffered a horrific
catastrophe. With dilithium reserves running low, Janeway follows Neelix's advice and
proceeds to the nearest known supply. With power reserves running low, the crew of Voyager
alters its course. The Voyager crew detects a wormhole in the Delta quadrant and immediately
changes course with hopes it will provide passage home. The Baneans wrongfully convict Tom
Paris of murder. A Voyager sensor scan reveals what seems to be a previously undiscovered
chemical element in a group of asteroids. The crew encounters a hedonistic alien race with the
ability to travel through the galaxy at will. Voyager answers a distress call from a Kazon-Nistrim
ship to find all but one of the crew dead in an explosion. After Harry Kim disappears during his
Beowulf holonovel program, Chakotay and Tuvok are sent to investigate and they disappear.
Energy beings from a nebula displace Chakotay's consciousness from his body. Paris, Torres
and Durst are imprisoned by the Vidiians. Neelix is diagnosed with a fatal illness by a Haakonian
named Ma'Bor Jetrel. While Voyager's mixed Starfleet-Maquis crew seems to be working out, a
few rogue Maquis are fighting the integration. Janeway and her crew encounter the Kazon and

other new Delta Quadrant enemies as they continue the long, perilous journey back to Earth.
Voyager answers an ancient SOS distress and finds eight humans -- including Amelia Earhart -in cryo-stasis on a nearby planet. Chakotay is captured by a young Kazon who is undergoing a
manhood ritual. The program for the Emergency Medical Hologram is activated due to what the
computer describes as a ship-wide emergency. Voyager encounters new life forms that have a
very unusual attraction to the ship. Harry Kim wakes up in San Francisco having never been
assigned to Voyager, which Starfleet considers lost. Voyager encounters a mysterious energy
field that surrounds the ship and disrupts the crew's communications system. After a
disagreement, Neelix and Paris are trapped on an alien planet and must work together so that
they and their alien baby ward can survive. The Voyager crew enters a new region of space and
begins to see hallucinations. The Captain sees her holonovel characters come to life. Finding a
familiar cultural symbol on an away mission, Chakotay connects with an experience he had as a
child and tries to contact his spirit people. Ten months after the Caretaker stranded Voyager in
the Delta Quadrant, the ship encounters the alien's mate and a station full of Ocampa. After the
Kazon steal some Federation technology, Chakotay goes after them on his own and is captured.
Disguised while on an away mission, Capt. Janeway is rescued by a man who thinks that she is
his daughter. Voyager finds an automated life-form adrift in space. When B'Elanna Torres
reactivates it, the unit realizes she may be able to build more. Janeway tries to make an alliance
with a Kazon sect for their own protection and so they can continue their journey through the
Delta Quadrant. After finding a type of dilithium that can survive at higher temperatures, Tom
Paris attempts to cross the transwarp threshold. Tuvok investigates the murder of a Voyager
engineer. Former Maquis and Betazoid Lon Suder confesses to the murder and offers no
explanation. Voyager comes across a ship that has been destroyed, and upon investigation
discovers that B'Elanna Torres is responsible. While Voyager investigates a comet, the crew
accidentally releases a member of the Q Continuum who has been imprisoned for over years.
The Doctor saves a Vidiian dying from the Phage by placing her consciousness in a holographic
body -- and he thinks he's falling in love with her. Paris leaves Voyager and joins a Talaxian
space convoy. Neelix helps smoke out the crewmember who has been passing Federation
secrets to the Kazon. A "spatial scission" causes Voyager to become duplicated. One of the
ships is under heavy attack from the Vidiians while the other remains impervious. Tuvok
crashes on a planet where he finds some children who know that they are all going to die.
Voyager finds a group of people connected in stasis chambers and something has gone terribly
wrong. Tuvok and Neelix are on an alien planet collecting samples of flora, but when they
attempt to beam back up there's a malfunction with the transporter. Janeway and Chakotay
contract an incurable virus and they'll only survive if they stay on a planet which negates the
effects of the disease. The Voyager and its crew are drawn into an elaborate Kazon plot using
Seska, her son and Chakotay's connection to them as the bait. As Capt. Janeway and her crew
continue their journey home, they face many obstacles, including a time rip that sends them
back to 20th-century Earth. The Kazon commandeer Voyager and strand the crew on a desolate
planet, leaving only the Doctor, Paris and the murderer Suder to retake the ship. Janeway
participates in a mind-meld with Tuvok, reliving his experiences on the USS Excelsior under the
command of Capt. Tom Paris and Harry Kim are wrongly convicted of a terrorist bombing. Even
though Janeway captures the true criminals, Tom and Harry are imprisoned. Voyager is
attacked by swarms of tiny spaceships. The Doctor is losing his memory, and Torres activates a
program run by a familiar hologram. After meeting two Ferengis who have set themselves up as
gods on a primitive planet, the Voyager crew plans to use a nearby wormhole to return home.
Torres starts having vivid dreams about another life, another love and another planet. After Kes
is injured by an energy beam on a planet's sacred ground, Janeway must undergo a spiritual
quest in order to save her life. When a timeship is thrown into the 20th century with the
Voyager, the crew finds a company in that has benefited from future technology. Henry Starling
made a fortune by looting 29th-century technology from the crashed timeship, and is planning a
trip into the future to feed his greed. A dying warlord takes over Kes's body and is determined
to reclaim his home planet. After Q's death in his last meeting with Voyager, a new Q must be
produced -- and the mischievous Q known to the Enterprise wants Janeway as his mate. After
returning from a first contact mission, Janeway, Neelix and the Doctor must retake Voyager
from an infestation of microorganisms. Voyager heads into a section of space that Neelix has
no knowledge of, so he tries to obtain a map of it from a less-than-reputable friend. Harry Kim
finds himself in love with Marayna, a character from Neelix's Polynesian resort holodeck
program. Chakotay and Janeway crash on a planet and are stuck inside a time loop in which
Janeway dies. Ensign Vorik undergoes the Vulcan mating ritual. The strong chemical imbalance
also affects B'Elanna Torres, who exhibits irrational behavior. Chakotay finds a planet of
unassimilated Borg drones from all over the galaxy. The Doctor incorporates the personalities

of several historical figures into his programming. B'Elanna warns him the results could be
unfavorable. Neelix and Tuvok get trapped on the surface of a planet being bombarded by
asteroids. Tuvok's negative attitude begins to get on Neelix's nerves. Kim begins experiencing
bizarre DNA changes and instinctively leads Voyager to a planet whose inhabitants claim Kim is
really a member of their race. Nearing death, Kes experiences parts of her life moving backward
through time. The Doctor develops an experimental procedure to extend Kes's lifespan. The
Doctor creates a holographic family, but B'Elanna thinks the simulation is too "nice. A pair of
Voth scientists find the remains of a Voyager crew member on the planet where the crew was
recently exiled by the Kazon. One by one, Voyager's crew members are being replaced by
strangers, and the replacements don't know why they are there. Members of the Voyager crew
clandestinely participate in a hidden holodeck program where the ship's Maquis members stage
an insurrection. About to enter Borg space, the Voyager crew discovers a threat so devastating
that even the Borg cannot deal with it. On their long voyage back to Earth, Capt. Janeway and
her spaceship crew do battle with Kazons, Borg, Cardassians and other galactic enemies.
Voyager finds a solution to combat the invader of Borg space. All Janeway asks is free passage
through their territory and she'll share knowledge. Seven of Nine, the Borg drone that Voyager
severed from the collective, resists as her natural human physiology tries to regenerate. The
Klingon holiday known as Day of Honor comes and B'Elanna decides to embrace her Klingon
heritage and participate in a series of ritual tests. Commander Chakotay's shuttle is hit by
enemy crossfire and crashes on a planet in the midst of a war. Voyager receives a distress call
from a survivor on a damaged ship. Upon learning the survivor is a hologram, the Doctor joins
B'Elanna on the ship. Janeway is trying to gain passage through a region of space owned by a
cautious and xenophobic race of aliens. A string of bizarre illnesses afflicts Voyager. The
Doctor and Seven of Nine uncover a team of alien researchers performing medical experiments.
Voyager comes across a Krenim timeship that is wiping whole species from existence by
changing the existing timeline. A year after it encountered a Krenim timeship, a badly damaged
Voyager with a skeleton crew leads an armada of interplanetary ships against it. Voyager visits
a planet with a telepathic race that outlaws negative thoughts, and B'Elanna is charged with
releasing an angry thought. While Janeway is visiting her da Vinci holodeck program, Voyager
is mugged by a transporter. They steal everything from the main computer core. Neelix
experiences a crisis of faith when, after being dead for nearly 19 hours, he is revived by Seven
of Nine using her Borg technology. The Voyager crew is assaulted in the form of nightmares. An
alien species, functioning only in a dream world, traps the crew in a shared dream. Voyager
starts to receive news from home, both good and bad. It also encounters the Hirogens, who
only live to hunt and have their sights on Voyager. Helping a wounded Hirogen, Janeway finds
that his prey, a member of Species , has boarded Voyager. Seven of Nine claims to have been
assaulted by the arms trader who just sold new technology to Voyager. After Voyager is
captured by the Hirogens, the ship is turned into a massive holodeck so that the Hirogens can
hunt members of the crew. Janeway and the crew must retake Voyager from the Hirogens.
Bored with his daily routine, Tom Paris finds a refreshing friendship with a visiting alien willing
to share a new method of propulsion with Voyager. Voyager's sensors detect a rare particle
theoretically capable of damaging subspace and nullifying warp travel. An alien woman
requests asylum aboard Voyager, stating she had been aboard recently and that she and
Chakotay fell in love. When the Doctor's backup module is found, his program is brought online
for the first time in years. Desperate to replenish its power resources, Voyager seeks out a
deuterium signature on a class Y -- aka "demon class" -- planet. An unavoidable poisonous
nebula forces the entire crew into stasis chambers -- all except the unaffected Doctor and Seven
of Nine. An alien translator by the name of Arturis is able to finally decode the Starfleet message
received by Voyager five months ago. Janeway and crew continue to try and find their way
home, and Seven of Nine returns to the collective to confront the Borg queen. Crew morale hits
an all-time low when Voyager must spend two years crossing an expanse devoid of any star
systems or signs of life. After an away-mission shuttle is caught in a blast, the Doctor's mobile
emitter is infected with Seven of Nine's nanoprobes. To cope with the loss of her Alpha
Quadrant Maquis friends, B'Elanna secretly participates in several dangerous holodeck
programs. The crew discovers a simulation of Starfleet headquarters being run by Species , the
enemy they previously defeated with the help of the Borg. The Delta Flyer crash-lands after
encountering an ion storm. Voyager desperately tries to rescue Tuvok, Paris and a badly injured
Ensign Wildman. A miscalculation by Ensign Kim causes a fatal crash during Voyager's first
test with slipstream travel. Voyager comes in contact with Borg technology that causes Seven
of Nine to display multiple personalities. An injured cytoplasmic life-form attaches itself to
B'Elanna, tapping into her body like a parasite. In a letter to his father, Tom Paris tells the story
of the events leading up to his demotion to Ensign and his sentence to 30 days in Voyager's

brig. Voyager moves through a sector controlled by a race that is suspicious of telepathic
life-forms. The crew develops a novel approach to pass safely. The Doctor uncovers evidence
that his memory was erased 18 months ago. Nearly all traces of a fateful away mission have
been deleted. While Paris and Kim are running their "Captain Proton" holodeck program,
Voyager gets caught in a layer of subspace that is home to photonic aliens. A Voyager shuttle
manned by Tuvok, Paris and the Doctor is pulled into a subspace gravity well and crashes on a
Class D planet that exists within it. Voyager discovers what seems to be a wormhole leading to
the Alpha Quadrant and home. Images of Earth and letters from family elate the crew. The
Voyager crew trains to raid a Borg ship. Meanwhile, two years after being liberated, Seven of
Nine rejoins the Borg, seemingly of her own will. Voyager encounters xenophobic nomads, in
space for years, with shipwide malfunctions. The crew's offer to help leads to serious
consequences. A respite is in order but a mysterious force is affecting the very fabric of
Voyager. To solve the mystery, the crew members must retrace their steps. Voyager gets
trapped in "chaotic space," a kind of Bermuda Triangle where sensors are useless and a
straight line sends the ship running in circles. Voyager is sought after by the Hazari, unyielding
bounty hunters of the Delta Quadrant. A group of problem-solvers offers a way to outwit the
Hazari. After answering a Malon freighter's distress call, Torres, Neelix, Chakotay and the
surviving Malon have six hours to stop a theta-radiation fallout. Voyager makes first contact
with the Kadi, a race with a strict social protocol. Meanwhile, Seven of Nine gets lessons in
dating from the Doctor. The Voyager crew members swap stories of their family histories.
Janeway is most proud of her ancestor Shannon O'Donnel, a celebrated astronaut. When
Voyager is destroyed, Capt. Braxton of the 29th-century timeship Relativity contacts Seven of
Nine to learn who planted the temporal disruptor. An alien missile that possesses artificial
intelligence begins to terrorize the Voyager crew. Voyager encounters the starship Equinox, a
heavily damaged Starfleet vessel trapped in the Delta Quadrant by the same alien who brought
Voyager there. The Voyager crew encounters Borg children and establishes long-range
communications with Starfleet, while the Doctor becomes a musical celebrity. Temporarily
shielded from the alien attack, Janeway's first priorities are to find the Equinox, stop Ransom
and recover Seven of Nine. Eager for culture exchange and friendly contact at a space outpost,
Janeway grants shore leave to her crew and rolls out the welcome mat for visitors. When an ion
storm hits her shuttle, B'Elanna is injured and slips into a coma, during which she envisions
Klingons killing her and her crewmates. The Doctor's experiment with daydreaming spins out of
control when an alien race taps into his thoughts and compromises his program. The crew
discovers a space-age junkyard near their course. Desperate for supplies, Voyager later finds
an eager trader. Returning from an away mission, the Delta Flyer is boarded -- and Tuvok is
assaulted by a cloaked alien from a xenophobic race called the Ba'Neth. Voyager is pulled into a
subspace corridor, traveling light-years until pushed out by the Turei, who claim ownership of
the labyrinth. Voyager encounters a graviton ellipse, a dangerous phenomenon that emerges
from subspace on rare occasions. When Seven of Nine upgrades her Borg alcove to assimilate
mass amounts of data, it leads to allegations of conspiracy aboard Voyager. Back on Earth, Lt.
Barclay uses holograms to formulate a plan to open communications with Voyager. Voyager's
crew takes part in Paris's latest holodeck getaway in a picturesque Irish coastal town, where
Janeway and a pub owner become close. Voyager is trapped in orbit above a strange planet
where time passes a thousandfold faster than the surrounding galaxy. One species so
appreciates the Doctor's singing talent that he considers resigning his commission and staying
on with his millions of adoring fans. Members of an away mission start dreaming about a
species they've never encountered, who are in a gruesome battle on an unknown planet. When
Seven of Nine and Tuvok are kidnapped while on an away mission, Seven is forced to fight in a
gladiatorial competition -- to the death. Revisiting holographic town Fair Haven proves
dangerous for Paris and Kim as program characters see Voyager crew members altering
program elements. Crew member Lyndsay Ballard, who died on an away mission and was given
a traditional burial in space three years earlier, resurfaces. Seven of Nine should be overjoyed
after Icheb's parents are located, but she's suspicious when told about his original
assimilation's circumstances. In Seven of Nine's assessment of shipwide efficiency, she brings
attention to three "black sheep" crew members who've slipped through the cracks. A clever trio
of identity thieves claiming to be Janeway, Chakotay and Tuvok makes trades all over the
quadrant and gives Voyager a bad name. When Kim and B'Elanna take the Delta Flyer in search
of dilithium, they crash-land on a prewarp planet, where B'Elanna is found by a local poet. Kes
returns to Voyager. Aged, angry and more powerful than ever, she tears through the ship and
then travels back in time to try to alter her history. The Pathfinder project makes use of a pulsar
and the Midas Array, allowing Voyager to receive and reply to a data stream every 32 days.
Neelix becomes extremely agitated as Voyager begins a full shutdown before entering a

peculiar astronomical nebula. Janeway sees an opportunity to disrupt the Borg when Seven of
Nine visits a virtual world where drones retain their individuality for a short time. Janeway leads
the Voyager in a fight against the Borg, delves into political infighting, escapes a void and
finally makes her way back home. Unimatrix Zero is a virtual world where drones can exist free
of the Borg collective and free of their biomechanical and cortical implants. Seven of Nine's life
is threatened when her cortical implants begin to degrade. Icheb wants to help her, but his
proposition is very risky. With Janeway's approval, Paris enters the Delta Flyer in an
interspecies, light-speed shuttle race held as a peace celebration. Security officer Tuvok is
investigating a strange series of attacks on Voyager directed at the former Maquis members.
The Doctor is kidnapped from Voyager by an alien who sells him and his mobile emitter to a
hospital hovering above a densely populated planet. Direct from Starfleet, a hologram of
Barclay arrives with instructions to get Voyager home within three days. When attacked by a
species that detests holographic beings, Seven of Nine downloads the Doctor's program into
her implants. Going to the aid of a medical transport, Harry Kim gets his first command. The
Hirogen species sends Voyager a distress call when their holographic prey become too cunning
and cannot be defeated. After Voyager goes through a temporal rift, Chakotay finds he is able to
pass through the time spheres that are scattered about the ship. Tom and B'Elanna are
overjoyed about their coming child, though B'Elanna starts having nightmare flashbacks of her
own childhood. Voyager rescues a prison warden and a set of prisoners who are scheduled to
be executed, testing the crew members' own ethical beliefs. Voyager finds a Klingon ship that
left the Alpha Quadrant 80 years before, whose captain claims that B'Elanna's child is a Klingon
savior. Voyager slips into a pocket of subspace where many other ships are trapped and must
steal from each other to survive. Seemingly forgetting their past aboard "Voyager," Janeway
and most of the crew are living new lives as industrial workers on an alien planet. Chakotay,
Kim, Neelix and the Doctor try to rescue the captain and crew from an alien race that has
kidnapped them and erased their memories. Using the holodeck, Seven of Nine is trying to
perfect her social skills to the point of becoming an obsession. When Q finds his son too much
to handle, he lets Capt. Janeway have a crack at him. During their now-regular communications
with Earth and Starfleet, the Doctor sends to Earth a holonovel based too closely on his
adventures. For the first time in seven years, Voyager gets a mission from Starfleet Command:
Retrieve the 21st-century probe Friendship One from a nearby planet. Chakotay and Seven of
Nine's shuttle is crippled by an energy field and they crash on a planet inhabited by a primitive
species. Voyager finds a colony of Talaxians far from their home planet. When Neelix begins to
bond with them, he makes a major decision. When the captain and the Doctor are kidnapped,
their captors force the Doctor to return to the Voyager disguised as Janeway to manipulate the
crew. Ten years after Voyager's return from a year journey across the galaxy, Adm. Janeway
breaks all the temporal rules and journeys back in time. Call Netflix Netflix. On Voyager's year
journey back to Earth, the crew members encounter unknown species as they draw closer to a
mysterious quadrant of space. Watch all you want. Episodes Star Trek: Voyager. Release year:
Parallax 46m. Time and Again 46m. Phage 46m. The Cloud 46m. Eye of the Needle 46m. Ex Post
Facto 46m. Emanations 46m. Prime Factors 46m. State of Flux 46m. Heroes and Demons 46m.
Cathexis 46m. Faces 46m. Jetrel 46m. Learning Curve 46m. The 37's 46m. Initiations 46m.
Projections 46m. Elogium 46m. Non Sequitur 46m. Twisted 46m. Parturition 46m. Persistence of
Vision 46m. Tattoo 46m. Cold Fire 46m. Maneuvers 46m. Resistance 46m. Prototype 46m.
Alliances 46m. Threshold 46m. Meld 46m. Dreadnought 46m. Death Wish 46m. Lifesigns 46m.
Investigations 46m. Deadlock 46m. Innocence 46m. The Thaw 46m. Tuvix 46m. Resolutions 46m.
Basics: Part 1 46m. Basics: Part 2 46m. Flashback 46m. The Chute 46m. The Swarm 46m. False
Profits 46m. Remember 46m. Sacred Ground 46m. Future's End: Part 1 46m. Future's End: Part
2 46m. Warlord 46m. The Q and the Grey 46m. Macrocosm 46m. Fair Trade 46m. Alter Ego 46m.
Coda 46m. Blood Fever 46m. Unity 46m. Darkling 46m. Rise 46m. Favorite Son 46m. Before and
After 46m. Real Life 46m. Distant Origin 46m. Displaced 46m. Worst Case Scenario 46m.
Scorpion: Part 1 46m. Scorpion: Part 2 45m. The Gift 46m. Day of Honor 46m. Nemesis 46m.
Revulsion 46m. The Raven 46m. Scientific Method 46m. Year of Hell: Part 1 46m. Year of Hell:
Part 2 46m. Random Thoughts 46m. Concerning Flight 46m. Mortal Coil 46m. Waking Moments
46m. Message in a Bottle 46m. Hunters 46m. Prey 46m. Retrospect 46m. The Killing Game: Part
1 46m. The Killing Game: Part 2 46m. Vis a Vis 46m. The Omega Directive 46m. Unforgettable
46m. Living Witness 46m. Demon 46m. One 46m. Hope and Fear 46m. Night 46m. Drone 46m.
Extreme Risk 46m. In the Flesh 46m. Once Upon a Time 46m. Timeless 46m. Infinite Regress
46m. Nothing Human 46m. Thirty Days 46m. Counterpoint 46m. Latent Image 46m. Bride of
Chaotica 46m. Gravity 46m. Bliss 46m. The Disease 46m. Course: Oblivion 46m. The Fight 46m.
Think Tank 46m. Juggernaut 46m. Someone to Watch Over Me 46m. Relativity 46m. Warhead
46m. Equinox: Part 1 46m. Equinox: Part 2 44m. Survival Instinct 44m. Barge of the Dead 44m.

Tinker, Tenor, Doctor, Spy 44m. Alice 44m. Riddles 44m. Dragon's Teeth 44m. One Small Step
44m. The Voyager Conspiracy 44m. Pathfinder 44m. Fair Haven 44m. Blink of an Eye 44m.
Virtuoso 44m. Memorial 44m. Tsunkatse 44m. Collective 44m. Spirit Folk 44m. Ashes to Ashes
44m. Child's Play 44m. Good Shepherd 44m. Live Fast and Prosper 44m. Muse 44m. Fury 44m.
Life Line 4
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4m. The Haunting of Deck Twelve 44m. Unimatrix Zero: Part 1 44m. Unimatrix Zero: Part 2 44m.
Imperfection 44m. Drive 44m. Repression 44m. Critical Care 44m. Inside Man 44m. Body and
Soul 44m. Nightingale 44m. Shattered 44m. Lineage 44m. Repentance 44m. Prophecy 44m. The
Void 44m. Workforce: Part 1 44m. Workforce: Part 2 44m. Human Error 44m. Q2 44m. Author,
Author 44m. Friendship One 44m. Natural Law 44m. Homestead 44m. Renaissance Man 44m.
More Details. Watch offline. Available to download. This show is Coming Soon. Sharkey The
Bounty Hunter. Bounty hunter Sharkey tracks criminals across the galaxy in his converted,
rocket-powered ice-cream truck -- with help from his year-old partner. A teenager finds her
world turned upside down when she discovers the disturbing truth lurking in her sleepy Danish
town. From the creators of "The Rain. After Spain's biggest music star accidentally dies during
a concert, a fan seizes the chance to escape his mundane life by adopting his idol's persona.

